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Prevero

A single performance management platform for consolidation, reporting, analytics, dashboards, integrated business 

planning, and financial budgeting

Understand the Past
Effortlessly ensure accuracy and compliance through efficient consolidation and statutory reporting

Manage the Present
Quickly produce and update management reporting with accurate, real-time data for clearer business 
insights

Drive the Future
Increase strategic impact by delivering up to date forecasts and aligning strategy, business plans and 
financial budgets

Transform an annual burden into a year-round success driver with 24/7 data accuracy and    
compliance

With statutory reporting requirements changing constantly, Prevero enables you to effectively ensure 
compliance, allowing you to make decisions with confidence.

Whether analysing cash flow, consolidating accounts from multiple companies, or producing financial 
reports, the key enabler to better compliance and efficiency is integrating data, so that it’s accurate, 
fresh, and available to everyone who needs it

Prevero enables business leaders to align strategy, finance and operations by making smart decisions 
in every part of their business. Strong CPM and BI offerings complement Unit4’s self-driving business 
solutions for services organizations, enabling customers to model service delivery around insightful 
strategic and operational data. Key capabilities of the Prevero suite include:

• Predictive analytics and business insights
• Modelling and simulations
• Ubiquitous access to information via in-memory technology
• Corporate-wide collaboration and planning



Drive performance and add strategic value

The ability to plan strategically will separate leading organizations from the rest of the field. It’s time to embrace 
solutions that help you not only to see several steps ahead, but to create that future as well – by aligning strategy, 
business plans and financial budgets.

Engage stakeholders with advanced visual analysis of data sets to provide predictive insights based on transpar-
ent and credible data, for more informed decision- making. Quickly test new scenarios with a specialised tool 
that provides an integrated, forward -looking perspective that is continuously refreshed to show you where the 
business is headed.

For a world class solution, you need a world class systems integrator.

Unit4 Student Management embeds the platform technologies of Microsoft Azure to deliver the latest 
technologies on a highly secure, scalable and reliable cloud

SIS Global is the partner for UNIT4 solutions for South Africa and the Sub-Saharan region, focused on providing 
industry-specific consulting, support and development services.

With over 25 years of local and international experience in managing and delivering advanced, complex enter-
prise solutions, SIS Global has effectively implemented solutions across a broad spectrum of industry sectors, 
product suites and in numerous countries across the globe

SIS Global has developed a strong and mature team who will ensure success in every stage of your project imple-
mentation. SIS Global’s strategic consultative approach is aligned with Microsoft’s best practice implementation 
methodologies, providing a platform where customer solution deliveries are maintained to the highest standards 
and delivered successfully.

With well over 200 Microsoft certifications amongst 70 skilled staff members, SIS Global is constantly abreast of 
market and technology changes.

Please visit our website for more information: www.sisglobal.com

www.sisglobal.com

SIS Global is a systems integrator, offering end-to-end business technology 
solutions providing market leading technologies that help you do what you do 
better. With a successful history spanning 2 decades, SIS Global has become a 
business champion in the mid-size, enterprise markets and public sector, 
specialising in Microsoft Business Solutions. SIS Global is an accredited 
Microsoft Gold Certified Partners.
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